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Two Epson scanner series-- the WorkForce DS-770 and DS 575W Wireless-- are now certified
to work with Digitech Systems content management applications, providing means for
customers to further organise their paper workflow.

  

The certification comes as part of a partnership between the two companies, and covers
Digitech information management software and cloud services. Thus, resellers can take
advantage of special combined solution packages to solve more complex information
challenges for businesses.

  

Digitech offers two applications compatible with Epson scanners-- Paper Vision Capture
(advanced capture) and PaperFlow (desktop scanning). Paper Vision Capture allows customers
to easily upload scanned documents to the on-premise PaperVision Enterprise Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) system or to the cloud-based ImageSilo ECM service. Meanwhile
the PaperVision AI-enabled classification and data extraction tool automatically identifies and
extracts key data.

      

The combination of the two applications virtually eliminates manual data entry, and provides
access to information previously trapped in paper files across any device. Customers can
automate business processes such as accounts payable and human resources by sending
extracted data to line-of-business applications. PaperVision Enterprise WorkFlow can also
automate the flow of documents through review and approval processes, bringing about a fully
automated business.

  

The Epson DS-770 and DS575W colour document scanners are workgroup sheet-fed scanners
with varied feature sets. Designed for markets ranging from insurance and legal to healthcare
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and finance, they deliver scanning speeds of up to 35ppm/70ipm and 45ppm/90ipm, with robust
duty cycles and a built-in Automatic Document Feeder (ADF) able to hold up to 50 and 100
pages. TWAIN and ISIS drivers provide seamless integration with 3rd party document
management software, and the DS-575W also includes wireless capabilities for scanning to
smartphones, tablets or online storage accounts.

  

Go Document Services Opportunities Expand With Epson Partnership 
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